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Export Policy and Son-Proliferation

The^developing country perception

Firstly, let us define which countries we classify as

developing and what the size of their nuclear programme is.

According to IAEA's information not more than a dozen developing

countries are operating, building or have firm plans for nuclear

power programmes. They are: Argentina, Brasil, Cuba, India,

Iran, Republic of Korea, Mexico, Pakistan, Phillipines, Taiwan

and Yugoslaviav' This list includes all plants knovai to be

planned up to 1985.

. The list deserves some conment. Firstly:

(a) Kiere are a few additional developing countries

that are mentioned from time to tirae as possible nuclear

energy users, naaely Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Israel, Chile

and Thailand. Moreover, Singapore, Kuwait and Hong Kong

have at one tinse or another shovni an interest. These

— This list excludes certain Eastern 3oro?ean countries which
might be considered fcorderlinç - e.g. Bulgaria and Rumania.
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possibilities have been flickering for many years

but nothing concrete has emerged.

(b) The dozen countries with programmes or plants

under construction are just about the same as those

that were seriously interested in nuclear power ten

to fifteen years ago. lhe only newcomers are Cuba

and, interestingly enough, Iran.

(c) In the wake of the 1973 oil crisis and in the

hope that elusive creature, the "snail or medium

sized nuclear power plant" would become reality, the

IAEA staff cade some optimistic projections in 1974«

In the event of a 400 MW plant becoming available it

was projected that Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Israel, Chile

and Thailand would definitely be in the running instead

of in the uncertain category. If a 200 MW plant were

available/ twenty-seven developing countries would be

interested in nuclear power instead of the twelve today

and if the threshold were to drop to 100 MW the list

would increase to nearly fifty countries. None of these

things have happened however and we seem to be back with

the same dozen I first mentioned. If Babcock and Wilcox

can really produce their 400 MW the number might rise

to eighteen in the 90's. The list would also obviously

be lengthened if the CASS project - the 125 MW barge
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floating plant were to become a reality.

(d) The total electrical capacity of plant operating

under construction or planned in the dozen countries

is roughly 18,000 MW in I985; about the same as that

of the Federal Republic of Germany. _J"

(e) The list is heavily dominated by two countries;

Brazil xåth its intention of constructing eight large

plants, and Iran -which has two under construction has

orderei two more and has six or eight more in .the pipeline.

Considerably after Brazil and Iran come South Korea

and Taiwan. The plans of the others trail some distance

behind.

When we talk about the developing countries* perception of

the impact of export policies we are,therefore, talking about the

perceptions of a relatively small group of very dishomogeneous

countries«

Nevertheless, this group is politically most influential

in the third world. We have seen that in the event of confrontation

it is able to rally the votes of nearly one hundred smaller or

poorer developing countries for most of which nuclear power is a

dim and distant prospect.

This rallying process is already taking place. It is oore

marked in the General Assembly with its membership of 149 States
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which thus is more amenable to developing countries* influence

than is the smaller General Conference of the IAEA.. We also

have reports that attempts vill be made to line up the so called

"non-aligned" countries on the export policy issue.

What is this issue? Essentially, the developing countries

as a group are hostile towards every restriction on the export

of nuclear technology. They regard such restrictions as contrary

to the whole concept of North/South cooperation which is predicated

on the transfer of advanced technology. In particular, they

regard it as contrary to the commitment that the industrial

countries, and especially the Nuclear Weapon States, undertook

in Article IV of the MPT.

It is already obvious when the lines are dravzn that the

developing countries tend to place their loyality to the so-called

•{group of seventy-seven"— that is the developing country caucus —

veil above the common interests that many of them share as parties

to the Non-Proliferation Treaty. In other words, countries like

Mexico and Yugoslavia väiich are HPT parties will side with non-SFT

countries such as Pakistan or Argentina in opposing restrictions

on the transfer of nuclear technology even if such restrictions

purport to discriminate in favour of HPT countries. Thus, the

developing countries tend to draw no distinction between

©bjectionableness, in their view, of the restraints of the London

Club which are focussed essentially on exports to non-NPT countries
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and the restraints of the new US 2Ton-Prolif eration Act. As

far as Belgrade, Buenos Aires are concerned London and Washington

are tarred with the same brush.

What can the developing countries achieve in this situation?

It is already clear that under the leadership of Yugoslavia, _^

Pakistan and Nigeria - two OTT and one non-NFT country - there

will be a major effort to convene another international conference

on the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. A conference similar

to that which was held in Geneva in 1958 and which would be

political in character. It would seek to reaffirm Article IV

of the KFT and codify, expand and articulate - perhaps in a

convention or other legal instrument - the "inalienable right"

of every country to advanced nuclear technology. Whether this

effort is successful or not, it is bound to result in a vast amount

of discussion and much time of senior people in conferences.

More serious in the long ten» would be implications of

making nuclear policy a standing issue of Horth/South confrontation.

There is the grave risk that this would further the erosion which

has already taken place of the nuclear consensus that was achieved

with so much effort over so many years. This is the consensus

that there must be a steady, reliable functioning of nuclear supply

mechanisms on the one hand, and that nuclear plant and material

must be used entirely for peaceful purposes and under international

safeguards on the other.
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This consensus reflected in Article III and IV of the KPT is

still the corner-stone of international nuclear cooperation

and if it should break loose the consequences could "be serious

indeed.

A concomitant risk of such an event is that the IAEA's

function as an effective instrument for the application of

safeguards could be jeopardized and the cutting edge of safeguards

might be blunted. Our Board of Governors is used to working

by consensus and without confrontation. Should this change, the

effects on the Agency could be serious.

In my personal view the London Club has played a valuable

role in codifying the implications of Article III.2 of HPT and

reducing the risk that commercial competition would take the forn

of cutting the corners of safeguards. It would have played an

even more useful role if it could have reached agreement that

only
there should be exports/to countries that have agreed to accept

safeguards on all their nuclear activities. The image of the

London Club was unavoidably tarnished by the fact that it is a

suppliers1 group. The time is now ripe to turn away from the

policy of restraint and to return to a policy of consensus, to

invest our efforts in constructive solutions such as regional

fuel cycle centres, arrangements for plutonium and spent fuel

management and perhaps to seek an international consensus on

certain basic rules such as the need for universal safeguards.

It is easier to lay down the law than to negotiate consensus but

the results of the latter are likely to be more lasting.


